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The Federal Reserve is behind the curve. The yield on the 2 Year US Treasury Note is indi-
cating that the Federal Reserve needs to take action soon.

Most investment media pundits are expecting the Federal Reserve to start increasing the 
federal funds rate starting in March 2022, but how high will they go, or how high should the 
go? The Federal Reserve has been giving confusing guidance on this topic. In November of 
2021, the Federal Reserve governors in their speeches across the country, collectively took 
on a more hawkish tone, moving the stock investors to believe that six possible rate hikes 
could take place in 2022. 

Starting in 2022, the Federal Reserve started to pull back on their guidance, communicating 
that they were backing off  a bit on their hawkish position. Now that the January CPI number 
was higher than expected, coming in at 7.5%, the Federal Reserve will probably move to a 
more hawkish position. This back and forth by the Federal Reserve is confusing and sending 
mixed messages to investors. At what level should the federal funds rate be set? Just ask the 
bond market. The yield on the 2 Year US Treasury Note has historically been a good indica-
tor of where the federal funds rate should be set by the Federal Reserve.

The Federal Reserve controls the short end of the yield curve (the shorter duration notes and 
bonds). The further out on the curve, the more diffi  cult it is for the Federal Reserve to control 
the yield. The Federal Reserve does have some control of the 2 Year US Treasury Note, but 
investors also play an important part in setting this rate as it is a blend of federal funds rate 
expectations, infl ation expectations and growth expectations. Investors tend to push the 2 
Year US Treasury Note yield to where the federal funds rate should be at a minimum. 

In the graph above, the blue line (2 Year Yield) leads the red line (fed funds rate). The Federal 
Reserve is consistently slow with its rate hikes as it tries to play it "safe." There is currently 
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a huge gap between the current federal funds rate, which is at 0-0.25bps and the 2 Year Yield 
which is currently trading at 1.6%.

In the 1990's the 2 Year Yield gap increased rapidly, outpacing the federal funds rate. How-
ever, this was a diff erent situation than today. In the 1990's, the federal funds rate was above 
3%, leaving some room to move lower if it had to. In addition, the Federal Reserve did not 
have a bloated balance sheet. The Federal Reserve was able to ratchet up its federal funds 
rate to 6%. They added 3% in quick order. Good luck this year with the Federal Reserve 
raising its federal funds rate 3%. It's not going to happen. 

The graph below (CME Group) illustrates the investor expectations probability distribution 
of the federal funds rate at the November 2 meeting. Using interest rate futures, the graph 
illustrates that there is more than a 50% probability of the Federal Reserve hiking its federal 
funds rate six times by the Federal Reserve meeting in November.

Currently, the two year yield is trading at approximately 1.6% and is lining up with inves-
tors expecting the federal funds rate to increase six times by November. The problem is that 
November is nine months away. The Federal Reserve is way behind the curve.

At this point, the Federal Reserve is praying that infl ation will start to cool down, otherwise 
the gap between the federal funds rate and the "2 Year Yield" could get out of hand. It is 
fairly obvious to most investors that the Federal Reserve should have been taking action 
much earlier. You have to ask yourself, do we need the Federal Reserve, why not just use 
the yield on the 2 Year US Treasury note as the federal funds rate (sarcasm, but with a bit of 
truth). The Federal Reserve may not be able to raise rates 300 bps like it did in the 1990's, 
but the "2 Year Yield" is indicating that it has to start taking action and soon.
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Disclaimer: Comments, charts and opinions off ered in this report are produced by 
www.alphamountain.com and are for information purposes only. They should not 
be considered as advice to purchase or to sell mentioned securities. Any information 
off ered in this report is believed to be accurate, but is not guaranteed. Brooke Thack-
ray is a Research Analyst with Horizons ETFs Management (Canada) Inc. (“Hori-
zons ETFs”). All of the views expressed herein are the personal views of Brooke 
Thackray and are not necessarily the views of Horizons ETFs (Canada), although 
any of the opinions or recommendations found herein may be refl ected in positions 
or transactions in the various client portfolios managed by Horizons ETFs, includ-
ing the Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF. Comments, opinions and views expressed 
are of a general nature and should not be considered as advice to purchase or to sell 
mentioned securities. Horizons ETFs has a direct interest in the management and 
performance fees of the Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF (the “ETF”), and may, at 
any given time, have a direct or indirect interest in the ETF or its holdings. Com-
missions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment 
in the Horizons Seasonal Rotation ETF (the “ETF”). managed by Horizons ETFs 
Management (Canada) Inc. The ETF is not guaranteed, its value changes frequently 
and past performance may not be repeated. The ETF may have exposure to leveraged 
investment techniques that magnify gains and losses and which may result in greater 
volatility in value and could be subject to aggressive investment risk and price volatil-
ity risk Such risks are described in the prospectus. The prospectus contains important 
detailed information about the ETF. Please read the prospectus before investing.

While the writer of this newsletter has used his best eff orts in preparing this publica-
tion, no warranty with respect to the accuracy or completeness is given. The informa-
tion presented is for educational purposes and is not investment advice. Historical 
results do not guarantee future results
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